In this issue of the Digital Natives newsletter we are going to turn our eyes to best practices. By that I mean all contributions that one person can give to make others’ lives and work better and easier to get things done! Best practices is all about sharing the good and the bad involving your work, whether you are a librarian, an information activist or a programmer.

There is a myriad of ways in which you can learn from others and make things easier for you. One of the most common practices is to build from success cases, comparing what is good and what is bad in your scope of work. When you separate what is good and what is bad you can compare your decisions and see if where you (or your organisation) is the wrong direction or not!

In order to not reinvent the wheel or the telephone, people share best practices. Why? Because it’s good to give back what you learn to others! Best practices include:

- Sharing your experience in a project that didn’t end up very well
- Listing the good and the bad things that facilitate or disturb your action in a process
- Making public the tips and tricks in what you do

One practical example in which sharing best practices work is the free software communities. In these communities, lots of people work in small pieces of code and software. And they have a feeling of what it is to work with sharing their achievements with the rest of the group, avoiding that another person works on one specific problem that is already solved.

Why anyone should turn their eyes to best practices? Because we live in a networked and collaborative environment! The web is wide and full of people working on ideas and projects that might be similar somehow. Why not share what you’re doing and help others? =)

Below you can find best practices by some of the Digital Natives of this network! I hope you’ll like it!

Open Government: What does it mean?

By Diego Casaes

I work with transparency and open data. I’m often in debates, events, discussions and meetings about finding ways to insert the open data agenda into the government institutions and to promoting that is beyond to “budget transparency”. In other words: making politics easier to understand.
So you want to be a programmer?...

Some practices that will help

By Lukman Jai

S o you want to be a programmer? You want to write web and desktop applications. You want to develop software for the iPhone and the Android market. You want to be a solutions provider to companies and individuals alike. Let me share tips that will help in your quest to be one of us – the geeky do-gooders!

If a Java programmer were to right this, creating a database of students in your college with information on their names, grades and activities. Build it in bits. As your knowledge grows, let the software you are building grow in functionality as well. Who knows, it just might turn out to be a gold mine for you.

In my case, the pet project I did at NIIT, Hospital Management System, kick started my career and put me on the IT radar in Nigeria. I travelled different states, met high-profile people, addressed a cross-section of medical practitioners, all at the age of 22! Since then, it’s been one challenging project or the other.

Also, note that the more you code, the more you try out examples in the book you are reading, the easier it will be for you to master the coding techniques of the language. I remember my NIIT (an Indian school in Nigeria) days. I would always volunteer to do the coding, ever willing to help a mate identify errors in his/her code. By the end of the first semester, my coding skills was actually faultless.

Once you master coding, the rest depends on how well you can think. Don’t wait for your instructor to tell you what to do. Go ahead and give yourself a pet project. It could be as simple as a project as

to your mind? It means there is a ‘variable’ to store value for each of those game highlights. The variable is set to zero at kickoff and incremented by 1 anytime you win a corner kick or caught offside. At the end of the half, the variable is retrieved and presented to you. If you did not win a corner kick, the variable remains zero. Does it make sense? Bottom line here is how logically you can break down or tear apart any situation in daily life and apply it to programming. This will determine your pace of learning as well. Start paying attention to the things you normally ignore. From your ATM machine telling you “Insufficient Funds” to your webinar application returning an “Invalid Login” message. The more you understand the dynamics behind these simple things, the faster it will be for you to come up with solutions to problems related to IT, technology, finance, pharma, healthcare, education and even entertainment and sports industries (think about cricket match analysis on your TV).

Again, don’t expect that you will master the syntax or grammar of coding in a day or learn computer languages immediately. The more you write them, the easier they are for you to recall. Note also, that not everyone will end up being a coder; however, a good understanding of the intricacies involved will help. So, for instance, if you decide to be an IT Project Manager or an Application Specification Developer amongst other fields, you should have the basic understanding of coding and programming.

Finally, you need a writing pad. As the wind blows new ideas to your direction, write them down. What kind of idea it is, who will it affect or who are the target audience, what do you need to bring it to life, revenue generation strategies and so on, should be penned.
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As a transparency and open data activist, there is a set of principles that we need to follow. These principles are ranked below (Source: http://resource.activist, there is a set of principles that

1. Complete
2. Primary
3. Timely
4. Accessible

These are the highest possible level of granularity, not in aggregate or modified forms.

All public data is made available. Public data is data that is not subject to valid privacy, security or privilege limitations.

Data is made available as quickly as possible.

Data is made available to the widest range of users for the widest range of purposes.

5. Machine processable
6. Non-discriminatory
7. Non-proprietary
8. License-free

If you’re thinking about promoting data transparency in your country or local government, you need to follow the principles described above.

Data is available in a format over which we have rights or control.

Politics aside, when these principles are followed closely in order to ensure that data and hand it to society there is a guarantee that that data will safely reach the people who demand it.

Well, from my point of view, open government data is important because it relates to information that is owned about society, so we have rights on this data.

Note: It is a guarantee that that data will be made available in an interesting format, thus allowing imaginative uses and creative constructions from it.

By Juan-Manuel Casanueva

After some years of being involved with many amazing digital activists and other kinds of wonderful people that really want to change the world, I think I have discussed thousand hours about politics, citizen engagement strategies, the current world order, non-profit management, activism’s role in society, monitoring and evaluation, ICT’s role in social empowerment, NGO leadership and communication tactics. I remember dearly a very long afternoon in which some colleagues and I unsnapped bits and pieces of all the impact assessment and evaluation theories we had studied and, most importantly, it hit our own lives.

Us

Stop for a minute and ask your self: Why are you a digital activist? Really, what drives you to fight for a better world and use digital technologies to achieve that? Were you born as an activist or did it grow in you? Was it destiny or a simple life choice?

Avoiding any written answers to the questions stated above, it is very nurtur ing because his dog had given birth to four beautiful puppies. He eagerly talked about all pregnancy period with much detail and just when he was going to go by the conversation as far as possible from digital activism. Fortunately, another colleague told us that he was very excited because the thought he lacked the skills to study medicine and had leveraged his passion for animals through activism, starting to fight for animal rights and slowly becoming a powerful rights advocate. And, interestingly enough, he had started his activist career when he received a paper flyer from a group of

Going back to the basics ... an analog story about us

notes scribbling and outlines, we all took a break leaving the crowded room for an open air terrace. Some of us were tired from the late working session and started sharing every day life anecdotes, laughs, stories and even frustrations. A friend was very worried because her social media campaign was hitting the target audience as she had planned. We tried to cheer her up while heading keep bouncing along all the monitoring and evaluation techniques and evaluation methodolo gies we could think of so that we could clearly express the challenges of activ ism impact assessment. As it commonly happens, some of us went back into the basics of sociology and anthropology while, on the other side of the table, another group had already running assessment quantitative models in complex spreadsheets. After the fourth hour of discussions,
Best Practices for Online Activist Librarians

By Mauricio Fino Garzon

Libraries are changing, they are no longer book warehouses covered with dust and spiderwebs, they are neither those places where children were sent when punished, but instead are becoming a more dynamic space that serves the needs of its users.

Technological development, has forced libraries to reconsider the services that were traditionally offered, and instead try to ensure and expand information access, knowledge management, bring art and culture closer to the surrounding community, reading and writing promotion, reference & information services as well as user training with non-formal education activities like computer and education activities like computer and digital workshops and Media and Information Literacy programs.

These changes are visible even in the infrastructure itself, the physical, architecture and design, as well as technological, with new reading gadgets or ways of accessing information and roles in the information profession have diverged from the traditional librarian role. So, the changes are due in big part to the work of the librarian, who has also transformed and now worries about the quality of life of his/her users. In my own example, the custodian of information has been an activist (and a community advocate) since he can remember, and now more than ever with the new technological tools and the massification of the Internet and its capacity to mobilise, his causes have taken on a global scale.

For this reason, it was a few months ago that I started writing about information activism and the role of information professional in modern times, as well as the information ethical aspects of information, and the freedom of expression that is woken up when information is taken to the limit (I am making reference to the wikileaks example, as well as the Internet shutdown the Egyptian activism faced). Now I find myself writing about good or “better” practices (as it was translated from the English) within this sub-theme. Before beginning, to remove all doubts I quickly Googled “Best Practices” which took me to various very simple definitions like the Wikipedia entry, and thanks for the serendipity and that strange relationship between librarians and it in the process of information retrieving, I arrived by coincidence to Library Success: A Best Practices Wiki, a site which collects ideas, methodologies and successful experiences for all type of librarians.

The best description to this helpful service is as it appears on their website “All over the world, librarians are developing successful programs and doing innovative things with technology that no one outside of their library knows about. There are lots of great blogs out there sharing information about the profession, but there is no one place where all of this information is collected and organized. That’s what we’re trying to do.”

It is worth mentioning that all contents on the website are licensed under CC-BY-NC-SA. In this way, Library Success becomes a catalyst and reference tool for people who work in the field, especially through the categories that organize the knowledge in a structured way. For example, in my case I am interested in “information developing skills” so I can view/edit information in the section Reference Services and Information Literacy.

Best practice: Librarian and digital natives are “rethinking the library”

According to Samek “the rethinking of library tasks and goals is a work in progress through the 21st century and uses activism as one of its main tools” (Samek 2006). Recognizing the digital divide and social (even what Henry Jenkins has been calling the “participatory divide”) new technological developments have been implemented and appropriate in recent years in libraries (also in archives and museums), this work has provided spaces available for digital natives that implicitly are requiring a more social library and that is precisely what the new devices and Web 2.0 tools are making possible. I mean hybrid libraries that are supporting: collaborative work tools for librarians, online catalogs that integrate information from the library with users (OPAC 2.0), interfaces and services for mobile devices (e.g. augmented reality utilities, e-books and e-readers loans service), among others (Gutiérrez, 2011).

I’ve noticed that in events such as conferences, seminars, etc. are places that serve to publicize best practices and share my experiences. For example, the chartered institute of library and information professionals (CLIP) will hold an event in London in June that will be focused on new information professional under the theme “Professionalism and Activism in a Time of Downturn” which seeks to bring together good practice and explore issues relevant to the overall theme.

Just like there isn’t a precise formula to apply best practices and the standardized processes, libraries are not made from the same mold, and what is adequate in one context and for a group of users does not adjust exactly to other communities. However, these successful experiences are those that permit use and reuse knowledge to create new ideas and generate actions that empower people to mobilize their own causes.

Think about this, if a librarian may have an impact that can transform his/her community, just imagine hundreds of them around the world sharing their good practices. Pretty cool huh. Librarians are awesome!
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